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To enhance business outcomes, IT leaders aim to accelerate decision making based on the
most relevant information. Emerging analytics tools on high-performance, cost-effective
architecture promise to help enterprises capitalize on a profusion of data.
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Figure 1. Structured/repeatable and iterative/exploratory approaches to business analytics
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innovative mix enables vendors to build
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Jump-start a business
intelligence program
To gain a competitive edge, organizations
need access to reliable information for
actionable results. Find out how the Dell
Optimized Business Intelligence program
uses a holistic, collaborative approach to
business intelligence that incorporates
information from multiple sources to
provide comprehensive reporting on
financial and operational performance.
qrs.ly/1j2kl3d

Description

Example query

Pain points

Big data
analytics

Analyzing root cause of
customer behaviors using
social conversations

Why is Product X more
popular with teenagers
instead of middle-aged men?

• Slow adoption because of
underdeveloped tools and
limited skilled resources

Predictive
analysis

Enabling an organization
to make reasonable
predictions based on
historical trends

How will monsoons
impact sales in Indonesia
next quarter?

• Slow adoption because
of limited skill sets and
limited executive support

Proactive
reporting

Establishing key
performance indicators
for the organization using
visual drill downs

In the last quarter, how many
product Xs have been sold in
the United States, compared
to the United Kingdom?

• Long time to insights
• Slow and lengthy business
intelligence projects
• Lack of data interactivity

Information
consolidation

Deriving organizational
relationships by storing data
in a logical fashion

How many sales reps sell
Product X versus Product Y?

• Budget constraints
• Nonexistent-to-limited
IT staff

Casual data
access and
analysis

Capturing progress of an
organization’s events by
recording and tracking data

How many customers
and products does the
enterprise have?

• Reliance on spreadsheets
• No systematic way of
analyzing data

Analytical sophistication level

Sophistication
level

Figure 2. Five levels of analytical sophistication
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Learn more

with the following key tenets:
Dell continues to expand its portfolio
• Cost-effective: The Dell™ Quickstart

of business analytics capabilities across the

Data Warehouse Appliance combines the

spectrum of ingest, storage, management,

hardware, software, and services needed to

warehousing, and analytics. For example, the

accelerate implementation of a robust and

recent acquisition of Quest Software, an IT

powerful data warehouse. Designed for small

management software provider, enables Dell

and midsize enterprises or departmental

to broaden its range of business intelligence
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Business intelligence and data warehousing:
dell.com/bi
Dell | Cloudera Apache Hadoop solution:
dell.com/hadoop
Dell Quickstart Data Warehouse Appliance:
qrs.ly/to2c359
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